Week Beginning: 8th

November 2021

Primary

It's officially the build up to Christmas
in 2B! We've enjoyed practicing
our songs in Music this week and the
boys are enjoying shouting
"Christmas" quite a lot, much to
Mr Bebbington's dismay!

In Food this week we made
a Tuna Pasta Salad!

Great IT lesson practicing
our typing skills and
programming the BeeBots.

2B
We have celebrated
Remembrance in class this week,
both in our Primary assembly
and by making our own poppies
and observing the minutes
silence.

DRAGON EGG WATCH:
Still not hatched yet, but
cracks are appearing!

House Point winner is....
Dylan!

2E
2E have also started
making their Viking
weapons in DT

In PSD we talked
about how everyone
is unique, and learnt
some similarities and
differences we have
with each other in the
class.

House Point
Winner:
Lola

In P.E this
week, 2E
started putting
together dance
routines in
pairs.

In Maths, 2E have worked really hard using
column addition with regrouping.

A lovely week for 2H, who have
been learning through lots of turntaking and team activities this
week. Engagement in
phonics lessons has been
particularly positive, with all
children having a go at some
independent work too!
In PSD, 2H thought about
the importance of voting
when making group decisions.
We practiced voting for one of two
choices (e.g. cats or dogs,
strawberries or bananas, peas or
beans). Then, we came up with our
own choices and asked friends to
vote!
We voted for preference on movies,
characters from films, places we like
to visit, and more! It was great fun!

2H
HOUSE POINT
WINNER IS....
Megan
Congratulations!

A great week in 2P! We have been working super hard and done
some great reading in English. It has been great to welcome
Charles back to 2P this week and he has brought his great sense
of humour with him!
All of 2P are doing SO well with their swimming, Logan, Theo,
Harry and Edwin are have been showing great arms in the
backstroke, and Monty, Euan, Charles and Mikey are doing some
great kicking legs in the front crawl.

A very artistic week in 2P! We have been
making some great artwork around
Bonfire Night and Remembrance Day.
We have been using watercolour paints
and have made art inspired by Monet.
In ICT, we have been using paint on the
computer and trying our hand at some
digital drawing using different brushes.

2P

A week in 2R
Star of the week is:

11/11/21

2R
At Forest School we made Wild
frames.

Lottie

In Computing
we practiced
writing our
name using IT.

In Geography
we mapped out
Forest School
using our
photos.

Key Stage 3

The House Point Winner this week was Summer!

We are thoroughly
enjoying reading lots of
new and exciting books
this term.

We had the
opportunity to
do a
drumming
workshop, all
had great fun
learning
something
new.

3A

In Science, 3B were
making their own Atoms
from molecular model
kits

3B

This week 3B have had an excellent week!

The pupils were very
reflective in their
PSD lessons, where
we worked on selfreflection

They worked hard to
finish their
Kandinsky style
shapes

The pupils showed a
lot of compassion
when studying
Remembrance Day!

This week's
star of the
week is Julia!
Well done!

House Point
winner is
Harrison

Kai

3E have had an exciting week as
we have welcomed Kai to our
group!

In Science we had
a great time
making molecules
with Molymod. We
made compounds
such as H2O and
CO2.

On Thursday for
Remembrance Day
we coloured in our
own poppies.

3E
In History Mr Bentley
taught us about the Vikings
and the Saxons. 3E could
remember loads of facts
about this era - well done
3E!

3E had a wonderful time
going back in time to the
Titanic. Luckily the ship
didn’t hit an iceberg while
we were on it!

In PSD we
have been
paying
each other
compliments.

3G
In DT this week we have been
trying different materials and
found objects ready to make
our own instruments.

In Life skills,
they said it
couldn't be
done, but we
made
profiteroles
!!☺

3G

Thank you, Mrs Lea, we
love the Boomwackers,
great music lesson.

Cooking Lasagne in Food
Technology this week –
great organisational skills
3H

Star of the Week
Tomi for being a
great team player

3H

Making our own elements, compounds
and mixtures in science
Miss Wesley
bought in her
World Record
Certificate to show us

In Maths we learned to look up
at the ceiling to work out the
area of a room

House Point Winner
James
Our OP art inspired designs
looked great.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TOMI for today

A lovely week for 3L! We have been learning
all about UK Parliament and the Michael
Morpurgo book, 'Private Peaceful'. As well as
starting some exciting new modules, such as
Vikings and Earthquakes, that we can't wait
to learn more about!
The Litterless
Gang

The Environmental
Elliots

Well done Fin!
House Point
Winner!

3L

Congratulations to
'The Litterless Gang'
who won over the
class in PSD with
their litter focused
manifesto!

The Purple
Party

Thank you Miss Postans
for an exciting science
lesson of observing
chemical changes!

House Point Winner :
Rhys

3M

In DT we have been learning a bit
more about textiles. This time we
used fabrics to create wonderful
patterns with tie dye.

Click to add text

This week in 3M we made
delicious cheese and courgette
muffins!!

3M really enjoys Geography lessons with
Mrs Lamburn. We have been learning all
about earthquakes and volcanoes.

House point Winner:
Shane!

In Science this week we have been
carrying out some experiments and
looking at different chemical
reactions.
We have some budding scientists in
3N!

Tutor Star:
Sam!

3N
In our Food Technology lesson this
week we made Pasta Bolognese. Our
chopping skills are really improving!
We are looking forward to next week
as we are making curry...delicious!

In Drama this week we travelled back to 1912
where we boarded RMS Titanic. Some of us
pretended to be the captain and others the
passengers. Our journey ended when we hit
the iceberg! Poor Jagrit was thrown from his
chair while he was trying to enjoy his evening
meal.

We have been
developing
ideas for our
sugar skull
designs in DT
and produced
some beautiful
work.

Star of
the
week
Crystal!

In Science, we enjoyed a creative
lesson making models of different
elements and compounds using
Molymod. We made water,
carbon dioxide and even ethanol!

3P had another
fantastic Music
lesson with the
boomwhackers; we
are now exploring
chords, where 2 or
more notes are
played together.
In Drama we played a
new game suggested by
games master Arthur!
We danced back in time
to 1912 and explored
different characters
onboard the Titanic.

3P
House point
winner
Millie!

We also learned about the
difference between physical
and chemical changes. Millie
checked to see if we had
sorted the items correctly.
We got 10/12 - not bad 3P!

Happy Birthday Miss Postans – Thursday 11th November

3P observed the 2 minute
silence for Remembrance
Day very respectfully.

3S

House point
winner
Elliott

Tie dying in DT
tested our creative
skills, designing
"ghost" patterns
using marbles and
colour.

In Art we
described
ourselves through
pictures, including
hobbies and
favourite things.

Key Stage 4

This week in Lifeskills and
Hospitality & Catering
pupils have made chicken
pie.

4A

The pies looked and
smelled fantastic!

In Basketball, pupils have been
perfecting their shooting
techniques. They have thought
about BEEF: Balance, Eyes,
Elbows and Follow-through. This
has massively increased
individual accuracy.
4A House Point Winner is
Noah!
Noah has shown
commitment to mastering
different skills in PE.
He has also read 313,786
words during Term 1!

House Point Winner.
Joe W

During lessons 1 & 2 on Wednesday, 4B had a trip to Tewkesbury
Foodbank Warehouse. They learnt why we need Foodbanks, what
types of food they collect, that they have to weigh all food in and
out, where to find sell by dates and helped to sort lots of donations
into the correct boxes. All of 4B did an incredible job and said that
they found it to be an enjoyable experience. Some even said that
they would like to look into being volunteers there in the future.

In PSD, 4B have been thinking
about and discussing their
responsibilities.

4B

In Food, 4B made Chicken
& Mushroom Pie. It looked
and smelt delicious.

House Point
Winner:

Laya
Our hockey skills are
improving!

4C

4C made animals out
of junk in Art.

4C met an author who
writes books about her
horse called Dave.

4C are enjoying
playing the boom
whackers

4G
This week in 4G we have worked
hard on identifying persuasive
language in English and
continuing to increase our
knowledge of Islam in RE.
The Highlight of our week has been
learning about the digestive
system in Biology with
a very effective demonstration using
tights, cornflakes and squished
banana! Jagger and Kayden are our
Housepoint winners this week.

It's been a short week this week, but a busy one as usual.
Everybody did well to remember all day on Tuesday that it
wasn't Monday!

One of the highlights of the
week was in Biology, where
Miss Postans recreated the
digestive system using
cornflakes, bananas, liquid
and tights! Not something
you see every day!
In Mrs Emson's Maths
group we also had a visual
demonstration, this time
using 'n' as the unknown
number of pages in an
exercise book. This helped
everybody get to grips with
the idea of a variable.

4O
In PSD we've been learning about
the effects of alcohol on the body,
and in IT we used the Mindmap
program for the first time. Mrs
Sugrue was very impressed how
quickly everybody picked it up!
The two minute silence
on Remembrance Day
was very moving; 4O
were respectful of the
occasion and understood
its significance.

Our House Point winner this week
is Luca. Congratulations!

House point winner
Owen Williams
Here is our nutcracker
named JACKILOBI by
the pupils (using the
initials of every
member of 4R)
Who will hibernate in
4R's cupboard until
December!

4R being respectful
for Remembrance
Day

In English, the pupils enjoyed acting
out a chapter of the text the class
have been reading

4R
We have been sent through a
lovely photo of Abraham
enjoying his Fajita's at home
which he made in cooking on
Wednesday

Star of the
week
Abraham

Our house
point winner is
Daisy. L

We have also been working very hard
in Maths on some very tricky
subtraction questions. Also, in
Science we have started to look at
the food chain.

We are so
proud of 4W
for the level of
respect they
showed during
our 2 minutes
silence.

In P.E. we have continued to work on
our hockey skills. Practicing our
dribbling and passing skills. Also,
others have been working hard on
the trampoline.

4W

In Vocation we have been planting
our very own garlic cloves. Keeping
our fingers crossed that they grow,
and we can use them in one of our
cooking lessons in the future.

Post 16

Post - 16
GCSE Biology Post 16
students took a journey
through the digestive
system in a fantastic
practical lesson.

GCSE Maths students
enjoying Algebra Jigsaws.

